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Abstract—The main contribution of this work is an online path planning framework for cooperative search and localization using unmanned aerial vehicles. In this work, a team of vehicles is used to cooperatively search for a single stationary target. A vision-based sensing system, that incorporates position and attitude uncertainty, is used to develop probabilistic likelihood functions. By accounting for image frames where the target is not detected, a single framework may be used for both search and localization. Likelihood functions are fused using a Bayesian framework, over a grid. Cooperative sensing is accomplished by exchanging likelihood functions between vehicles.

A receding horizon approach is used to plan paths. At each planning step, a gradient based optimization routine is used to maximize the probability of detecting the target in the image. A separate long-term planning strategy is used for cases where the vehicle is far from the target distribution. For the sake of cooperative planning, vehicles exchange expected likelihood functions, representing planned future measurements. Rather than developing a team-optimal solution at each time step, a greedy approach is used.

This system has been implemented on the Berkeley UAV platform. Sensing and control are performed in a distributed manner, on each aircraft, in real-time. Data for cooperative sensing and planning is exchanged over a wireless ad-hoc network. Results from field trials demonstrate the viability of the receding horizon path-planning, in both single aircraft and multi-aircraft scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicles have shown promise in recent years for autonomous sensing. UAVs systems have been proposed for a wide range of applications, such as mapping, surveillance, search and tracking operations. The recent availability of low-cost UAVs suggests the use of teams of vehicles to perform sensing tasks. To leverage the capabilities of a team of vehicles, efficient methods of decentralized sensing and cooperative path planning are necessary.

The goal of this work is to examine practical control strategies for a team of fixed-wing vehicles performing cooperative sensing. We seek to develop decentralized, autonomous control strategies that can account for a wide variety of sensing missions. Sensing goals are posed from an information theoretic standpoint, to design strategies that explicitly minimize uncertainty. This work proposes a tightly coupled approach, in which sensor models and estimation objectives are used online for path planning.

The experimental goal of this work is the use of a team of unmanned vehicles to search for and localize a stationary target. The vision-based sensing system used in this work is discussed in [1] and [2]. This system is unique in that it allows for target search and localization in the same software framework. Camera frames are processed to form likelihood functions, which may then be combined, in a Bayesian framework, with a prior distribution to form an estimate of the target position. In this manner, the target may be localized in world coordinates. Likelihood functions may be passed between vehicles, to perform search for a target cooperatively.

Path planning is accomplished in a receding-horizon framework; an objective function that captures information gain is optimized at each time step, over some planning horizon. Cooperative planning is accomplished by exchanging predicted sensing actions between vehicles. To account for a limited sensor footprint, a variable planning horizon is used [3], [4].

Various approaches for searching and tracking targets using UAVs have been proposed in [5] and [6]. The development of a unified framework for search and track was proposed by Bourgault et al. [7]. Bourgault uses a grid-based probability density function (PDF) to represent target position in the plane; the precision of the estimate is limited by the resolution of the grid, and states with more than two dimensions (such as position and velocity in two dimensions) are difficult to model. For search problems, with stationary targets, this approach is effective.

Previous research involving experimental mobile sensing includes work by Grocholsky [8], Cole [9] and Ross [10]. Cole et al. implemented a framework for multi-target localization using multiple UAVs. Extended Kalman filters were used for maintaining the target distributions, and a cooperative task allocation framework was used for vehicle routing. Grocholsky implemented a receding-horizon path planning framework for UAV-UGV cooperation; however, a coordinated approach was used, in which no planning information was shared. Information gain was predicted only for a single planning step. Ross et al. developed a system for a single vehicle to localize a stationary target using vision. A receding horizon control approach was developed to point the camera at the target, while a Kalman filter was used for estimation. In all three cases, static targets were localized.

The work presented here is unique in that the full sensor model is incorporated explicitly into the control algorithm. Thus, an agent may evaluate the effect of an action on information gain. This work also implements an online, continuous optimization to choose a path, rather than relying on task allocation. Rather than consider some abstract utility for planning, predicted measurements from a candidate path are explicitly evaluated with respect to information gain. A fully cooperative approach is taken, in which both sensing information and future actions are shared. Lastly, the planning horizon for
this optimization is allowed to vary, online. By allowing a variable horizon, a more robust system is developed, that can handle a variety of missions, using range-limited sensors. The framework has been tested experimentally for both search and localization missions.

II. SENSING

A vision based system, incorporating downward looking cameras and on-board data processing, is used for sensing. The sensing system is explained in detail in a paper by Kim [2]. In previous flight experiments, the sensing system was shown to be effective for search and localization of stationary targets. Image data is processed online to form likelihood functions that indicate the probability of an image, given the true target position. The camera was modeled as a standard pinhole camera, with uncertainty in the position, altitude and attitude of the aircraft. The probability of target detection is dependent on the resolution, which is defined as the length compression function, or the size of the target projection on the image plane. The camera coordinate system is shown in Figure 1(a).

$P(U_T, Z = D | X, \hat{T}, \hat{R})$  

The likelihood in Eq. 1 accounts for localization. Uncertainty in position and attitude estimates is incorporated into the likelihood function by convolving probability distributions for these estimates with a Taylor series approximation of the transformation from world to image coordinates.

$P(U_T | X, \hat{T}, \hat{R}) = \int R \int T P(U_T | X, T, R)P(\hat{R}|R)P(\hat{T}|T)dTdR$  

Eq. 3 gives the probability of not detecting a target in the image frame, given that the target is at some world coordinates $X$. This likelihood function indicates which points do not contain the target and accounts for target search.

$P(Z = \neg D | X, \hat{T}, \hat{R})$  

These likelihood functions may be combined, using various Bayesian filtering techniques, to find the distribution of the target position [1].

Figure 1 indicates sample detection and no-detection likelihood functions. Light areas indicate values close to zero, and darker areas indicate values closer to one.

III. FILTERING

A recursive Bayesian framework is used to fuse likelihood functions to form a probability distribution representing target position. Both the detection and no-detection likelihood functions are non-linear and non-Gaussian, which precludes many filtering schemes, such as the Kalman filter. Because of these non-linearities, a grid-based scheme is used to maintain the distribution.

Recursive Bayesian estimation is a general framework to apply sensor data and a target model to a prior probability distribution to form an estimate. Bayesian estimation consists of a prediction step and an update step. In this case, the sensor model is represented by the likelihood function $P(Z_k|X_k)$, where $k$ represents the time step. The target is represented by a process model $P(X_{k+1}|X_k)$. In the update state, Eq. 4a, sensor data, $Z_k$ is applied. In the prediction step, Eq. 4b, the process model is used to estimate the distribution at time $k+1$, based on the distribution at time $k$.

$P(X_k|Z_{1:k}) = \frac{P(Z_k|X_k)P(X_k|Z_{1:k-1})}{P(Z_k|Z_{1:k-1})}$  

$P(X_{k+1}|Z_{1:k}) = \int P(X_{k+1}|X_k)P(X_k|Z_{1:k})dX_k$  

Targets in the work are assumed to be stationary; thus the filtering system is simplified, as a prediction step is unnecessary. A detailed discussion of this filtering system, and other approaches, is in [1]. For the sake of cooperation, an exactly parameterized likelihood functions were passed between vehicles, over an ad-hoc network. This approach allows for a global estimate of the target to be maintained on all vehicles.

IV. PATH PLANNING

The goal of the control scheme is to maximize an objective function representing information gain.

$U^* = \arg \max_U J(U)$  

where $U = \{U_1, ..., U_K\}$ are the control inputs over $K$ time steps, subject to some constraints, and $J(U)$ is a reward function that captures the value of the information collected. For a general sensing problem, computing the optimal control sequence $U^*$ is intractable for any significant problem length. To make the problem tractable, a receding horizon approach is used, where optimal solutions are computed for a short time horizon, $N$, at a fixed interval.

$U^*_{k:N+k} = \arg \max_{U_{k:N+k}} J(U_{k:N+k}|U_{1:k-1})$  

In this work, a gradient based approach is used to solve for optimal paths. The actual objective function used in this work is introduced later in this section. Generally, this optimization is non-convex, and convergence to a local minimum is all that may be guaranteed. The use of multiple initial conditions may decrease the chance of selecting a non-global minimum. Given that this optimization problem must be solved in real time, the use of computationally efficient structures is necessary.
A. Long Term Planning

Many receding horizon strategies use a terminal cost to account for long term goals. The use of a terminal cost allows for effective paths to be planned, in a myopic situation when there is no information to be gained within the planning horizon. In this work, a different approach is used to deal with myopia. The goal of this scheme is to choose a planning horizon to ensure that every plan has a value above some threshold.

When \( J(U_k^{k:N+k}) \) is less than some threshold, \( \epsilon \), the planning horizon is increased; as the planning horizon is increased however, a different optimization strategy is employed. This strategy is referred to as an Increasing Horizon Planner, shown in Algorithm 1. Given some planning horizon, \( k_h \), the planner selects the best possible measurement within the vehicle reach set, \( \text{Reach}(k_h) \). If the value of that measurement is above some threshold \( \epsilon \), a path is planned to make that measurement; if the value is not large enough, the horizon is increased, and another plan is made. This approach decreases the dimensionality of the optimization at each iteration.

**Algorithm 1 Increasing Horizon Planner**

1: \[ \text{while } J(Z_{k_h};Z_{k_h}) < \text{threshold do} \]
2: \[ Z_{k_h} = \text{argmax}_{Z \in \text{Reach}(k_h)} J(Z_{k_h}) \]
3: \[ k_h = k_h + 1 \]
4: \[ \text{Calculate shortest path, } Y_{1:k_h} \text{ to take measurement } Z_{k_h} \]
5: \[ \text{Find measurement sequence } Z_{k:k_h-1} \text{ for path } Y_{1:k_h} \]
6: \[ \text{end while} \]

For a threshold \( \epsilon \), plans will be within \((k_h - 1)\epsilon\) of the maximum value obtained by the optimal path, as all previous measurements for \( k < k_h \) have value less than \( \epsilon \). For the search problem detailed here, this planner can be run efficiently when the modes of the PDF, within the reachable set, may be evaluated quickly, to seed the unconstrained optimization (line 2 of Alg. 1). When the probability distribution is stored as a grid, evaluation of the modes is computationally efficient. For other representations, such as a particle filter, a different approach might be necessary. Also, the shortest path must easily be calculated; for a UAV with a constrained turn-rate, Dubin’s paths are the optimal trajectories between any two points, and are quickly calculated [11]. Example reach sets for a Dubins vehicle are shown in Figure 2; if the optimization routine failed to find a significant measurement inside the set indicated by \( k_i \), the horizon could be increased, to search for a measurement in set \( k_j \).

For a threshold \( \epsilon \), plans will be within \((k_h - 1)\epsilon\) of the maximum value obtained by the optimal path, as all previous measurements for \( k < k_h \) have value less than \( \epsilon \). For the search problem detailed here, this planner can be run efficiently when the modes of the PDF, within the reachable set, may be evaluated quickly, to seed the unconstrained optimization (line 2 of Alg. 1). When the probability distribution is stored as a grid, evaluation of the modes is computationally efficient. For other representations, such as a particle filter, a different approach might be necessary. Also, the shortest path must easily be calculated; for a UAV with a constrained turn-rate, Dubin’s paths are the optimal trajectories between any two points, and are quickly calculated [11]. Example reach sets for a Dubins vehicle are shown in Figure 2; if the optimization routine failed to find a significant measurement inside the set indicated by \( k_i \), the horizon could be increased, to search for a measurement in set \( k_j \).

B. Information Measures

For the sake of search and localization, appropriate objective functions include probability of detection and entropy. The entropy of a probability distribution, \( \mathcal{H}(P(X)) \) is a measure of uncertainty. For a continuous distribution,

\[
\mathcal{H}(P(X)) = -\int P(X)\log(P(X))dX
\]  

(7)

The reduction in entropy, due to conditioning on a series of future measurements \( Z \) is referred to the Mutual Information
\( MI(\mathbf{X}; \mathbf{Z}) = H(P(\mathbf{X})) - H(P(\mathbf{X}|\mathbf{Z})) \) (8)

\[ H(P(\mathbf{X}|\mathbf{Z})) = \mathbb{E}_{\mathbf{X},\mathbf{Z}} \left[ -\log \frac{P(\mathbf{X}|\mathbf{Z})}{P(\mathbf{X})} \right] \] (9)

MI is a measure of the information about \( \mathbf{X} \) contained in \( \mathbf{Z} \). In evaluating a trajectory for sensing, MI is an intuitive measure of the value of a series of measurements, prior to taking those measurements. With respect to a search problem, entropy minimization can be thought of as localization, while not necessarily requiring that the target be detected. This measure is used in many sensing problems [9].

Given \( P(\mathbf{X}) \), and a series of future observations \( \mathbf{Z}_{1:k} \) that are a function of the vehicle path, the probability of detecting the target in each of those observations may be calculated. This gives rise to the cumulative probability of detection (POD), or the probability that the target will be detected, at least once, over some series of observations. Define \( Q \) as the probability of not detecting a target, for sensor readings 1 to \( k \) for \( m \) vehicles.

\[ Q(\mathbf{Z}_{1:m}^{1:k}) = \int P(\mathbf{X}) \prod_{i=1}^{m} \prod_{j=1}^{k} P(\mathbf{Z}_j = \mathcal{B}|\mathbf{X}; \mathbf{Y}_j) d\mathbf{X} \] (10)

Then, the cumulative probability of detection at time \( k \) is equal to \( 1 - Q(\mathbf{Z}_{1:m}^{1:k}) \) [12]. This function was used as the objective in Eq. 6, by considering that the measurements \( \mathbf{Z} \) are a function of the vehicle path, and thus the control \( \mathbf{U} \).

Generally, computing an information measure for a distribution is computationally expensive. To compute mutual information, an expectation must be taken over both target state \( \mathbf{X} \) and observations \( \mathbf{Z} \). For the sake of computing the probability of detection, this problem becomes quite easy. While MI is in many ways a more general objective function, POD was used in this work, due to the ease of computation. For POD, it is assumed that the target is not detected at each time step, thus no integration over observations is necessary. Only an integration over the target state is necessary; this computation is simply a two-dimensional integral, and may be calculated quickly, in the control loop. By comparison, computation of MI would be a four-dimensional integral, over both sensor values and target state.

In this work, the relationship between the control \( \mathbf{U} \) and the vehicle state \( \mathbf{Y} \) is assumed to be deterministic. Clearly, this is not the case, as no controller will produce a perfect path. However, taking an expectation over vehicle paths is computationally expensive, and likely would not produce any real performance gain.

C. Cooperation

In this work, we consider teams of vehicles, cooperating to maximize the same objective function. Rather than consider Eq. 6 which represents a reward function for a single vehicle, we consider Eq. 11 to account for the decisions of multiple vehicles.

\[ \mathbf{U}^* = \arg \max_{\mathbf{U}} J(U_{1:k}^1, ..., U_{1:k}^m) \] (11)

where \( \mathbf{U} = \{U_{1:k}^1, ..., U_{1:k}^m\} \) are the control inputs of the \( m \) team-members over \( k \) time steps, subject to some constraints. There is a significant amount of research on solving optimization problems cooperatively [13]. Though these procedures will yield a (locally) optimal solution, these schemes are generally too computationally expensive to implement on a real time system.

Rather than implement a team-optimal solution, a greedy policy is used. Controls chosen by a greedy policy, \( \hat{\mathbf{U}} \), are defined by

\[ \hat{\mathbf{U}} = \arg \max \{J(U^1, U^2) - J(U^2)\} \] (13)

For submodular and non-decreasing objective functions, a lower bound on the optimality of the greedy policy may be established.

**Definition 1 (Submodular):** A set function \( f \) is submodular if \( f(C \cup A) - f(A) \geq f(C \cup B) - f(B) \) \( \forall A \subseteq B \).

Submodularity captures the notion that the more measurements one adds to a pool, the less valuable an individual measurement becomes.

\[ J(Z^1, Z^2) - J(Z^2) \geq J(Z^1, Z^2, Z^3) - J(Z^2, Z^3) \]

One consequence of submodularity is that \( J(Z^2) \geq J(Z^2|Z^1) \).

**Definition 2 (Nondecreasing):** A set function \( f \) is non-decreasing if \( f(B) \geq f(A) \) \( \forall A \subseteq B \).

The non-decreasing property implies that the addition of a measurement always increases your reward, \( J(Z^1, Z^2) \geq J(Z^1) \); taking an observation of a target, on average, can not increase your uncertainty.

Given a submodular, non-decreasing objective function, a greedy policy yields plans that are, at worst, half the value of the optimal solution, regardless of the number of agents [14]. Specifically, the greedy algorithm yields a policy where

\[ J(\hat{\mathbf{U}}) \leq 2J(\mathbf{U}^*) \] (14)

Both Mutual Information and probability of detection are submodular and non-decreasing [3].

The full planning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. A greedy algorithm is used for cooperation, while a variable horizon is used when vehicles are not in an area of local value. It is important to note this algorithm allows each vehicle to plan to a different horizon, when necessary. The bound of Eq. 14 applies when vehicles are planning to the same horizon.
Algorithm 2 Planning Algorithm for $i^{th}$ Vehicle

1: Receive predicted measurements, $Z_{k:h}^{i-1}$, from other vehicles
2: Apply predicted measurements to distribution $P(X_{k|h}) = P(X_k|P(Z_{k:h}^{1-1})) = D(X)$, assuming no-detect
3: $U = \arg\max J(U, P(X_{k|h}))$
4: If $J(U) < \epsilon$ execute Algorithm 1 (Increasing Horizon Planner).
5: Calculate path, $Y$, based on $U$
6: Calculate predicted measurements, $Z_{k:h}^{i}$ based on path $Y$.
7: Transmit measurement sequence $Z_{k:h}^{i}$

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Berkeley UAV platform is based on a Sig Rascal airframe, shown in Fig. 3. This airframe has a 110 inch wing span and carries 14 pounds of payload at a gross weight of 27 pounds. A Piccolo GPS and pitot-static avionics package, produced by Cloudcap Technologies, is used for low-level aircraft control. Various cameras are available for flight experiments; in this work, fixed, downward looking bullet cameras, with resolution 240 by 320 pixels, were used. An on-board 1.8 GHz Pentium PC104 system performs high level planning, video-processing and control. An 802.11b ad-hoc network allows for inter-vehicle and ground communication. The user may guide the vehicles in their search by entering probability distributions using a graphical interface. For further information, see [15] and [16].

To solve the optimization problem in Eq. 6, a gradient based solver was used to find solutions in fixed time. Though various software packages were evaluated to solve this problem; a simple gradient based solver was developed to guarantee fixed time computation, and to allow for application specific modification. The solver was seeded with a variety of initial conditions, at each time step, to reduce the chance of converging to a non-global minimum. A separate low-level tracking controller was employed for flying the path developed by the path planner. The tracking controller is based on a spatial sliding mode controller [17]. The control schematic may be seen in Fig. 3.

For receding horizon path planning, a unicycle model of the aircraft was used, discretized at one second intervals. Actual sensing occurred at roughly 4 Hz. The initial horizon for the path planner set between eight and fifteen seconds, with re-planning occurring every one to three seconds. An extended Kalman filter was used to filter GPS and attitude data, as the Piccolo avionics system delivers GPS updates at only 4 Hz. Missions were flown at 80 meters and 110 meters, to prevent possible collisions between aircraft. A square grid of 6400 cells was used to model the probability distribution over 1 square kilometer. The targets used were 3 meter red tarps.

VI. HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS

Prior to flight test, the system was tested on a 6 DOF Hardware-in-the-Loop setup, with flight avionics and software. The first example, in Figs. 4(a-c), illustrates the value of long-term cooperative planning. A prior target distribution was specified over four small, geographically distinct areas, at each corner of a 1 kilometer square box. Dark areas indicate high probability of target, while light areas indicate low probability. Black dots indicated desired vehicle path. Each vehicle began the simulation far from the areas of interest, and thus made long term plans. Initially, each vehicle was closest to the point at (0,0). By exchanging predicted likelihoods functions, a plan was formed that takes only one vehicle to each target. Far from the target, long plans were made using Algorithm 1. As each vehicle approached an area of significant probability, short term plans were made, using the gradient based planner. This example illustrates the value of an adjustable planning horizon.

The system was also tested to examine the effects of short-term cooperation. Figure 5 shows trajectories for a pair
of vehicles searching for a target. The simulation was run cooperatively, and without cooperation (coordinated). In the coordinated simulation, vehicles only exchanged likelihood functions, or observed information. They exchanged no information regarding future plans. Figure 5(c) indicates that cooperation yielded a significant advantage over a coordinated solution. For 100 seconds of searching, the cooperative solution yield a probability of detection of \(90\%\), compared to \(66\%\) in the non-cooperative case.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Flight experiments were performed at Camp Roberts, CA in January 2008. A series of missions were flown to search for and localize a target. Initially, a single plane was used; cooperative flights with two aircraft were also flown. Experiments were performed with and without targets, to evaluate both search and localization performance.

The aircraft was tasked to localize a target with a prior probability distribution contained to a small area, shown in Fig. 6(a). For this flight, a 15 second planning horizon was specified, discretized at one second intervals. If the threshold was not reached within the initial 15 second horizon, the discretization was doubled, leading to a thirty second planning horizon. If the threshold was not reached with a thirty second planning horizon, the increasing-horizon planner is used. In this experiment, the gradient-based planning horizon was long enough to ensure that the gradient based scheme was used almost through the entire experiment. The scheme switches between a discretization of one second, as in Fig. 6(b), and two seconds, as in 6(a). Examination of the final plot indicates that a cloverleaf pattern emerges from this control scheme, leading to four passes where the sensor captures the target in frame. Localization error for this flight was 6.7 meters.

A single plane was tasked to search for a target over the prior probability distribution shown in Fig. 7(a). This distribution was uniform over portions of the runway and roads to the north and south. To force the aircraft to search the entire prior distribution, no targets were placed on the field. The wind during this flight was \(8\) m/s with significant gusts, from the northwest. Vehicle cruise speed, for this flight, was \(21\) m/s.

Due to the wind, the vehicle is unable to search the northwestern portion of the road on the first pass, as seen in Figs. 7(b,c) and must return after searching the southern road in Fig. 7(f). Plots of probability of detection and entropy are shown in Fig. 7(g,h). The prior was searched at a rate of \(.0049\) units probability mass per second. The use of a gradient based planning scheme, that accounts for the full sensor model, allows the vehicle to fly a path that captures this oddly shaped prior distribution.

The system was also tested for cooperative search with two aircraft. Figure 8 illustrates trajectories for the cooperative search flight. The vehicles were effective in searching the prior distribution.

For the first half of the experiment, the area was searched at a rate of \(.009\) units of probability mass per second, nearly double the rate of the single plane flight. Figure 8(a) illustrates the problem of cooperative planning with different horizons. In this figure, UAV 1 is planning to search an area slightly ahead of where UAV 2 is planning to search. This poor performance is due to planning on different horizons, and has been addressed in [3]. Fortunately, as the flight progresses, the vehicles plan to the same horizon and converge on a better plan, as seen in Figure 8(b).

The system was also tested for cooperative localization performance. In this case, an actual target was used. Figure 9 shows snapshots of the search and localization paths, for a pair of aircraft. UAV 1 was the first to localize the target. UAV 2, upon receiving likelihood functions from UAV 1, plans a path to the target as well, and further localizes the target. Fundamentally, search and localization are different objectives; Figure 9 indicate the effectiveness of a single framework for both objectives. Examination of an entropy plot, Fig. 9(d), indicates that the primary entropy drop comes, not surprisingly, from the initial detection of the target by UAV 1. The
information gain from the second UAV, at \( t = 148 \), is relatively trivial, though it does contribute to better localization.

Localization error in this case was 2.9 meters. The final posterior distribution contained all probability mass on one grid, indicating 3\( \sigma \) ellipse of 18.97 meters, which is the minimum possible covariance for these grid parameters. Post processing, with a finer grid, yielded an error of 1.5 meters.

In this case, the trajectories generated for target search were not the most efficient; however, the vehicles were successful in effectively localizing the target. For this flight, a planning horizon of eight seconds was used, with three second re-planning intervals. Significantly better results might be obtained by using a longer planning horizon, such as in the single-aircraft localization example.

CONCLUSION

Flight experiments have demonstrated the capability for unmanned vehicles to perform autonomous search and localization in a cooperative setting, using receding horizon path planning. This work is unique in that the effect of sensing, represented by the full sensor model, is directly incorporated into the control scheme, in a cooperative framework. The use of a variable planning horizon allows for a wide variety of missions to be performed.

Many receding-horizon strategies have been proposed that plan only a single step into the future. This work shows that, for systems with constrained sensor footprints, multi-step planning is important, and in some cases necessary, for good performance. Even within this work, planning horizon issues greatly affected system performance. The use of a variable planning horizon strategy allows for this system to account...
for both search and localization problems.

By posing path planning as a trajectory optimization problem, a general control framework has been developed. It is our hope that this structure can be applied to many different types of sensing problems, such as multiple-moving target tracking, using MI as an objective function. A change in application would simply require different filtering procedures and objective functions; much of the basic structure could remain the same. With respect to sensing, we hope to incorporate some measure of ground clutter in the likelihood function. On-line modification of the likelihood, to account for trees, and other environmental features, would better account for many of the real-world problems such a system would encounter. Lastly, a more scalable structure for data fusion is being developed.
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